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4 Priorities for Finance Teams in Late
2023
The lingering (although receding) risk of a recession, stubborn in�ation trends,
economic policy debates, and geopolitical instability all create challenges for
businesses and their �nance teams.
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By Brian Greehan.

As we approach the end of Q3, economic uncertainty continues to dominate the
news. The lingering (although receding) risk of a recession, stubborn in�ation
trends, economic policy debates, and geopolitical instability all create challenges for
businesses and their �nance teams.

These circumstances require �nance professionals to be agile and proactive about
optimizing operations and informing the business with accurate and timely
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�nancial data. With that in mind, I see four key areas that deserve their attention for
the rest of 2023:

1. AR and AP Ef�ciency

While in�ationary trends have lessened, concerns remain. This unpredictability
requires businesses to ensure maximum ef�ciency in their �nance operations.
Accounts Receivable (AR) processes need to encourage on-time customer payments
to optimize cash �ow and enable businesses to take advantage of opportunities that
emerge. At the same time, Accounts Payable (AP) teams need to be able to manage
vendor payments with an eye on managing cash positions, maintaining strategic
supply relationships, and taking advantage of available payment discounts.

This can be a daunting task without the right tools in place. AR and AP automation
solutions are one way to simplify this process. They empower teams to make better
decisions by taking friction out of customer payment processes, providing more
transparency into the �ow of funds, and making it easy to identify which vendor
invoices to pay and when, for maximum bene�t. 
 

Talent Acquisition & Retention

Low unemployment rates continue to surprise economic analysts. This fact also
makes it dif�cult for anyone looking to attract and retain accounting and �nance
professionals. According to recruiting �rm Robert Half, AP staff were one of the
�nance jobs highest in demand in 2022 and this has continued into 2023. The rise in
salaries and the shortage of quality AP staff compound the issue, making the �ght for
talent �ercer than ever.

70% of employers expect their hiring problems to persist throughout 2023. This
dilemma, along with budget cuts, forces �nance departments to rely less on adding
headcount and explore other methods to achieve their goals without burning out
existing team members. To do this, many �nance teams are turning to AP
automation. According to a 2022 MineralTree survey, 61% of teams who have
implemented AP automation now process more invoices with the same size team.
Embracing AP automation helps teams achieve their output goals faster, despite
common setbacks like limited headcount or budget. It also provides a valuable
opportunity to upskill existing talent to more strategic work.

Executing on Finance Modernization
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As business look to digitize their operations, �nance is typically near the top of the
list. The focus is on reimagining manual, paper-based work�ows and retraining the
workforce to assume higher-value responsibilities in their day-to-day tasks.
However, executives are appropriately concerned with ensuring value for their
investments in new technologies.

Executed well, digitizing �nance processes can unlock incredible ef�ciencies and
bene�ts for the business. Executed poorly, it can cost the business a lot of time and
money. In order to achieve their goals, �nance leaders must have a clear
understanding of the gaps in their current processes and prioritize those that can
deliver the greatest value the fastest. AP is one area to consider. It provides immediate
work�ow ef�ciencies while helping teams get control over spend, accelerate cash
�ow, and improve supplier relationships.

Accurate Data Analysis

Most every area of the business today can leverage data to improve the way they
manage their operations and increase their pro�tability. Finance is no exception and
AP in particular offers valuable insights. Digitizing and automating the AP process
gives businesses easy access to a rich dataset about invoicing and payments that can
make a big difference in how the business operates.

AP data can show which payment methods cause the most or least problems with
suppliers; forecast spending and cash �ow more accurately based on historical data;
and predict potential fraud based on common characteristics. Finance teams that
prioritize data and intelligence can turn AP into an important intelligence hub,
making the role more valuable by providing strategic insights into cash �ow and
operations.    

Finishing 2023 Strong

In order to continue to move their businesses forward, �nance teams need to take a
proactive approach by investing in the right technologies and automation tools to
minimize process inef�ciencies and free up staff time. These technologies will also
provide timely and easily accessible �nancial data that can provide a clearer view of
their �nancial position and help guide business decision-making.  Accounts Payable
is a great place to start.

###
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